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Abstract—To deliver on their promises, Physical-Cyber-Social
systems must semantically integrate a wide range of heteroge-
neous multimodal observations, including physical sensor mea-
surements, human self-observations, social observations, and
demographic observations. In this paper, we address the problem
of collecting and combining sensor measurements and self-
observations. We describe an architecture, main features of
which are a triple-space-based approach to data integration and
a novel approach utilizing instant messaging for eliciting self-
observations. A specific application domain considered is health-
related monitoring of elderly persons at their homes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amit Sheth has recently popularized the concept of
Physical-Cyber-Social (PCS) computing [1] as an emerging
paradigm supported by the expanding Internet of Things (an
improved ability to observe the physical world), cyberspace
(an improved ability to access a massive repository of back-
ground knowledge on the Web), and social media (improved
access to social knowledge). [1] claimed that PCS will be
able to address in a holistic manner questions that neither
human intelligence nor present computing systems can an-
swer. In healthcare, for example, this could mean a highly
personalised interpretation of a blood pressure reading and
personalised suggestions of corrective actions. More generally,
the combination of cyber-physical and social data can help
us to understand events and changes in our surrounding
environments better, monitor and control buildings, homes and
city infrastructures, provide better healthcare and elderly care
services among many other applications [2].

[1] states that in order to achieve its goals, PCS must access
and semantically integrate a wide range of heterogeneous
multimodal observations, including physical sensor measure-
ments (such as blood pressure or heart rate), self-observations
(subjective states and sensations), social observations (from
a network including family, friends, and colleagues), and
demographic observations (aggregated characteristics of the
population with similar attributes or lineage). In addition to
such integration of observations performed by PCS horizontal
operators [1], there is a need for PCS vertical operators
to progressively lift the integrated observations along the

Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom dimension. Horizontal
operators deal with variety and veracity of data, while vertical
operators deal with its volume and velocity.

In this paper, we introduce a software architecture aiming to
provide one required horizontal operator for PCS systems that
is the collection and semantic integration of physical sensor
measurements and human-produced observations, in particu-
lar, self-observations. The main features of this architecture
include a triple-space-based approach to open interconnected
systems [3], use of W3C’s Semantic Sensor Network (SSN)
ontology [4], an automation framework for triple-space man-
agement, a novel approach utilizing instant messaging for
eliciting human-produced observations and integrating them
with the rest of data, and optional integration of the speech
interface within the latter. Collection and processing of human
observations has been a rapidly growing research area [5] but
focused on the analysis of unsolicited observation streams,
e.g., from Twitter. To the best of our knowledge, there exists
no streamlined approach to collecting solicited human observa-
tions and integrating them with physical sensor measurements.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes one motivating scenario for this work, namely
health-related monitoring of an elderly person at home. Section
III specifies the main components of our data integration
architecture, with a brief discussion of related security aspects.
Section IV follows with a description of our approach to
collecting self-observations, including how we integrate a
speech-based interface as a part of it. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATING CASE: USEFIL

This work is performed in and motivated by the application
domain of the EU FP7 project Unobtrusive Smart Environ-
ments for Independent Living (USEFIL) [6], [7].

The life expectancy in the EU and in other developed
countries is continuously increasing and the proportion of
elderly citizens in the population is growing. The elderly are
often living alone, approximately one of every three non-
institutionalized older adults [8], and often cannot afford
private carers. Prolonging their ability to remain independently
in their homes may yield economic and emotional benefits at
the societal and personal levels. On the other hand, elderly
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are prone to decline in physical abilities, chronic illnesses,
cognitive decline, and depression. Therefore, responsibly post-
poning their move into a nursing home requires maintaining a
continuous confidence in their ability of independent and safe
living.

The most common reasons elderly are admitted into nursing
homes are caregiver burden and the elderly person’s inability
to perform Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) such as moving
around, dressing, or bathing [9]. The elderly are also especially
affected by loneliness and depression brought on by the Empty
Nest Syndrome or neglect, either intentional or not [9]. In
line with this, the main objective of the USEFIL project is to
provide low-cost ICT solutions for monitoring physical health,
cognitive health and emotional status of elderly (65+ years
old) with age related disabilities at their homes – to assess
their ability of independent living and to detect deteriorations
when they occur. In addition, USEFIL aims at facilitating
elderly access to telecare, as well as supporting their social
interactions to fight loneliness.

The setup of the USEFIL system allows for various physical
sensors. A central role is played by imaging devices: a video
camera placed behind a mirror and a depth sensor such as
Microsoft Kinect. The project develops algorithms to extract
from those data various ADL parameters, such as walking
balance and ability of transfer (e.g., raising from a chair),
health signs, such as heart rate and pupils equality (relevant
to stroke patients), as well as emotional states. In addition,
USEFIL features a wrist wearable unit (Android watch-phone)
with custom algorithms for processing accelerometer data to
recognize and monitor daily activities.

As end-user interfaces, USEFIL employs a Smart TV and a
tablet computer. Both provide a user interface for data access
(health trends, medication schedule and reminders, etc.) as
well as communication channels, both to healthcare and to
family/friends. The wrist unit also provides a limited user
interface allowing receiving messages as well as including a
software ”panic” button.

In addition to physical sensors for unobtrusive monitoring,
USEFIL realized a need for collecting self-observations, where
the monitored elderly person is posed one or more questions
to answer using either TV or tablet interface. Self-observations
complement the physical sensor observations and are needed,
in particular, for accessing the emotional status of an elderly
person and detecting depression.

The USEFIL system includes data fusion and Decision
Support System components which are responsible for ab-
stracting the data, thus can be seen as PCS vertical operators
(see Section I). In the following sections, we describe the
architecture responsible for the collection and integration of
data, which can be seen as a PCS horizontal operator.

III. DATA INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE

A. Semantic Integration

The proposed here solution to heterogeneous data collection
and integration is based on a Triple Space [3] as the approach
to implementing an open interconnected system. A triple

space is a special case of a tuple space. A tuple space is
an implementation of an associative memory (also known
as blackboard or distributed shared memory) for parallel or
distributed computing. A repository of tuples (ordered lists of
data elements) is provided that can be accessed concurrently;
producers post their data as tuples in the space and consumers
retrieve data from the space using queries or a subscription
mechanism. In result, most of the direct communication be-
tween system components is substituted with posting to and
reading from the tuple space. Such an approach separates
the data themselves from such questions as data availability
(where to find it?) and transmission (when and where to
send?), thus greatly simplifying distributed application de-
velopment. This paradigm has become quite popular in the
Internet of Things field with many storage and integration
Cloud services, such as Xively (formerly Cosm and before
that Pachube), being such tuple spaces.

Semantic technologies based on machine-interpretable rep-
resentation formalism have shown promise for describing
objects, sharing and integrating information, and inferring
new knowledge [10]. Therefore, [10] states that utilisation
of semantic technologies is important for interoperability,
data integration, data abstraction and access, resource search
and discovery as well as reasoning and interpretation on the
Internet of Things. Also, [1] argued for semantics in a wider
context of PCS systems (see Section I).

Merging the tuple space paradigm with semantics, the result
is a triple space where all the tuples are semantic triples
{subject, predicate, object}. Some proprietary triple-space-
based approaches were developed, including generic, such as
[3], and specifically with resource-limited devices in mind,
such as Smart-M3 [11]. However, with the present state of
the technology, a triple space can also be set up without any
proprietary software – via deploying an off-the-shelf RDF
data server and posting and reading data using the standard
SPARQL language and protocol.

In our solution, we followed the latter approach of relying
on standards and reliable data storage products. In particular,
we utilise an OpenRDF Sesame database deployed on an
Apache Tomcat HTTP server. Data producers interact with
various sensors using the special protocols that those sensors
support and publish the observations to a Sesame repository
as RDF triple-sets (see below). Data consumers never interact
with data producers directly and only look for needed obser-
vations to appear in the database. Data prosumers, again, do
not interact with any data producers or consumers directly,
but read data from the database and output their results back
into the database. All of these communications occur over
the interface offered by the database which is SPARQL 1.1
Protocol over HTTP with SPARQL 1.1 Query or SPARQL
1.1 Update payloads. To facilitate data producer/consumer
programming, we developed, however, software libraries (Java
and C) hiding the HTTP and SPARQL operations and offering
a simple to use programmatic API.

One drawback of using an off-the-shelf RDF database in-
stead of a proprietary triple space solution is that subscriptions
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with push-notifications are not available to data consumers –
a mechanism typically included into proprietary systems [3],
[11]. A subscription mechanism offers two main advantages:
(1) more convenient client programming and (2) avoiding the
database and the network load with frequent repeated queries,
or introducing a delay to reacting to new data. To address the
latter and more important issue, our solution includes a Change
Notifier service, which is a simple Web service (Java servlet)
deployed on the same Tomcat instance as the Sesame database.
It operates based on the ’long-polling’ model. This means
that, after receiving a request, it waits for up to the specified
timeout before responding with a response indicating that that
no change occurred in the database. If any change occurs in the
database during the waiting time, the service will immediately
return and provide the timestamp of the change. One may use
also ’since’ request parameter with a timestamp. This simple
service allows avoiding unnecessary repetition of queries, as
well as executing a query immediately after some new data
become available, providing close to real time reaction as often
required in Internet of Things environments.

The conceptual data model of our solution is principally
based on the W3C’s SSN Ontology [4]. The SSN ontology
is a domain-independent ontology that describes sensors and
observations by merging sensor-focused, observation-focused
and system-focused views. SSN is based itself on the DUL
(DOLCE Ultra Light), with DOLCE standing for Descriptive
Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering. DUL is an
upper ontology that defines only 5 classes at the top level of
the concepts hierarchy, Object, Quality, Event, Abstract, and
InformationRealization, as well as a larger set of properties for
describing possible relationships between instances of these
classes and their subclasses. Most of the concepts defined in
SSN are then subclasses, sub-properties, or other derivatives
of DUL concepts.

Fig. 1. An example of the description of a sensor observation.

Following SSN, we conceptually describe a sensor obser-
vation as depicted in Figure 1. Practically, we define and

use, however, a more compact representation which reduces
the number of triples and introduces only one anonymous
node per measurement instead of seven in Figure 1 (blue
circles). This is done without losing semantics via use of the
OWL2 property-chain mechanism. In terms of Figure 1, every
important path from the root to a leaf is substituted with a
single custom property. For example, usefil:observationResult
is defined as owl:propertyChainAxiom ( ssn:observationResult
ssn:hasValue dul:hasRegionDataValue ).

With respect to required domain-specific concepts, such
as types of observations (usefil:HeartRate in Figure 1, not
covered by SSN or DUL), our approach is to either use
concepts from established domain ontologies or to define
custom concepts as subclasses of those. In the case of the
USEFIL system, we utilised such ontologies as International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF),
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), SNOMED
Clinical Terms, and Clinical Measurement Ontology (CMO).

B. Tasker Framework

To support automated management of a triple space, we
have defined and implemented a software tool we refer to
as the Tasker framework. Tasker allows timed and repeated
execution of various SPARQL tasks on an RDF database, as
well as execution of external Java code. It can be used as a
library or a stand-alone application, in both cases controlled
fully via its configuration file. Such a configuration file is
encoded using Turtle RDF and contains definitions of one or
more tasks. An example of a task follows.

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix t: <http://www.vtt.fi/usefil/tasker#> .
[a t:Task]

t:prefixes ”PREFIX usefil: <http://usefil.eu/ontology#>” ;
t:where ”?event usefil:observationResultTimeMillis ?time.

FILTER (?time < %NOW% - 3600000). ?event ?p ?o” ;
t:delete ”?event ?p ?o” ;
t:construct ”?event ?p ?o” ;
t:execute ”fi.vtt.usefil.tasker.executable.Backup” ;
t:start ”12:00” ;
t:repeat ”600000” ;
rdfs:comment ”Remove old events” .

Each task is a t:Task instance and can have the following
properties (all of which are optional):

• rdfs:comment Name of the task.
• t:enabled If false, the task is inactive.
• t:prefixes Task-specific SPARQL prefixes (other than rdf:,

rdfs:, owl:).
• t:where Corresponds to WHERE clause of SPARQL.

Used in a SELECT query and/or INSERT, DELETE,
CONSTRUCT queries.

• t:insert Corresponds to INSERT clause of SPARQL.
• t:delete Corresponds to DELETE clause of SPARQL.
• t:construct Corresponds to CONSTRUCT clause of

SPARQL.
• t:execute A Java class name, optionally followed by

command line arguments, to be dynamically loaded and
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executed. This class has to implement a predefined in-
terface through which Tasker will feed it the results of
execution of SELECT and/or CONSTRUCT queries.

• t:start Start time (first run) for the task. Can be an
ISO 8601 time (e.g., 2013-11-10T12:00:00+0200) or a
number in milliseconds which is interpreted as delay
from the initialization time. Also partial forms of ISO
8601 time are accepted, like 12:00 above (which assumes
current date and local time zone).

• t:repeat Repetition interval for the task, in milliseconds.
Additional values are 0 meaning execution only once and
-1 meaning execution every time a change occurs in the
database (see Section III-A about Change Notifier).

The above example task thus removes from the database
all the observations older than one hour (3600000 ms), while
backing them up as RDF into a file (the Backup executable
does that for the CONSTRUCT query result). This task is
executed every 10 minutes (600000 ms) starting at noon.

Using different combinations of the task properties, Tasker
can achieve a variety of goals, including data management (as
in the example), rule-based reasoning / data fusion, as well
context-dependent execution of application code.

C. Secutity Aspects

Along with the design of the above data integration architec-
ture, an extensive analysis was performed of its security prop-
erties. Threats and vulnerabilities related to different security
domains [12] were listed and addressed via specific measures.
This analysis is outside the scope of this paper; below we only
list the most prominent aspects.

The database server has to enforce secure communication,
i.e., HTTPS, even if only used within a wireless network
protected using WLAN security. This is to authenticate the
server to data producers/consumers to prevent client spoofing
by a fake server, as well as to prevent wireless eavesdropping
among connected devices. The server also has to require the
clients to authenticate for both data access and publication.
This protects data from unauthorised access and prevents
database spoofing, where a malicious software process pub-
lishes fake observations. Specifically, we register each data
producer separately (own username and password) and insert
any triples it submits into a separate sub-graph of the database,
facilitating provenance tracking and non-repudiation. Data pro-
ducers have to be designed to only push measurements to the
database and not to implement any own query interfaces that
would require a separate protection, which may be difficult.
Finally, all the clients have to avoid storing any private data
into temporary local files, i.e., should rely only on the database
for persistence.

IV. COLLECTING HUMAN OBSERVATIONS

A. Management of a Machine-Human Dialog

In the context of the general architecture described in
Section III, collecting human self-observations is an issue of
design of a specific type of a data producer.

Systematic collection and processing of human observations
in general has been a rapidly growing topic in the research
community. In particular, may studies address citizen sensor
networks [5], which refer to interconnected networks of people
who actively observe, report, collect, analyze, and disseminate
information via text, audio, or video messages. These ap-
proaches focus on the analysis of readily-available unsolicited
observation streams, in particular from microblogging systems
such as Twitter. In contrast, we are interested in solicited
observations, such as self-observations of a personal state. For
solicited observation, Web-based online questionnaire forms
remain a dominant tool, while there seems to be no streamlined
approach to integration of answers from such online forms
with physical sensor measurements.

In our solution, a questionnaire is defined as a state-machine
and encoded in an XML document. In addition to messages,
questions and answer options, this document includes all
the information needed for the interpretation of answers in
terms of our conceptual data model as well as accessing
data from the triple space to personalise the questions. A
state-machine representation allows two ways of administering
a questionnaire. For longer questionnaires, we automatically
transform them into Web forms. For shorter questioning
sessions, we are also able to administer them question-by-
question via an instant messaging protocol. For the latter case,
we implemented both text-based and speech-based interfaces.
For the text-based option, we developed a custom Android
chat app that renders the answer options as buttons in the chat
window (Figure 3). The use of a standard XMPP chat client
is also possible, except for that the answers have to be typed
then.

Figure 2 provides an example of a questionnaire definition
that encodes the first question from Beck Depression Inventory
(BDI) and is accompanied by a preamble and a closing
message.

A questionnaire consists of d:Message and d:Question el-
ements, the order of which is defined via their d:state and
d:transition attributes. Upon a message, transition to the new
state is done immediately. Upon a question, the transition is
done only after a valid answer is received. The starting state is
called ”start” and the final one ”end”. While a message only
has d:Text property (the message itself), a question also has to
have: usefil:observedProperty, which is the type of observation
collected with this question, and a set of possible answers to
the question. Each d:Answer has:

• d:Text. Text to display.
• d:Value. Identifier of the answer option, e.g., ”0”. If the

user interface does not show answer options as list or
buttons, but requires typing or speaking, values are used
as accepted entries.

• d:Shortcut (optional). Another accepted entry correspond-
ing to the answer option, e.g., ”no”.

• usefil:observationResult. Value for the evaluated use-
fil:observedProperty if this answer is selected.

• d:Message (optional). A message to deliver back to the
user as a feedback to the answer.
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<d:Questionnaire xmlns:usefil=”http://usefil.eu/ontology#”
xmlns:d=”http://usefil.eu/dialog#”
xmlns:db=”http://usefil.eu/database#” id=”BDI” >

<d:Message d:state=”start” d:transition=”1”>
<db:Query db:type=”sparql”><![CDATA[

PREFIX usefil: <http://usefil.eu/ontology#>
SELECT * WHERE {
[a usefil:User] usefil:hasName ?name .
[a usefil:Measurement]

usefil:observedProperty usefil:BDI;
usefil:observationResult ?beck score }

]]></db:Query>
<d:Text>

Hello, %name%! Your last score on this test was
%beck score%. The following questionnaire consists of ...

</d:Text>
</d:Message>

<d:Question d:state=”1” d:transition=”2”>
<d:Text>Have you been feeling sad

during the past two weeks?</d:Text>
<usefil:observedProperty>usefil:FeelingSad

</usefil:observedProperty>
<d:Answer d:transition=”3”>
<d:Shortcut>no</d:Shortcut>
<d:Text>0. I do not feel bad</d:Text>
<d:Value>0</d:Value>
<usefil:observationResult>0.0</usefil:observationResult>
<d:Message>
<d:Text>Very good to hear!</d:Text>

</d:Message>
</d:Answer>
<d:Answer> ... <d:Answer>
...

</d:Question>

<d:Question d:state=”2”> ... </d:Question>
...
<d:Message d:state=”21” d:transition=”end”>
<d:Text>Thank you for your answers!</d:Text>

</d:Message>

</d:Questionnaire>

Fig. 2. The questionnaire definition format.

• d:transition attribute (optional). Overrides that on the
question, e.g., answering ”no” to the example question
will lead to skipping the next question.

Any Message or Question can also have an optional
db:Query property, giving a query that has to be executed
on the triple space prior to delivery of the message/question.
The values retrieved for the query variables will substitute
corresponding placeholders in d:Text content.

Our implementation of the instant messaging approach is
based on the XMPP messaging protocol. A user can have a
number of user interface devices connected simultaneously;
in USEFIL, this includes Smart TV, tablet, wrist-wearable
unit, and a speech interface (on a PC). A question is received
and rendered on all currently connected devices and can be
answered from any of them. In USEFIL, we plan to use

Fig. 3. An example of a questionnaire chat session.

the instant messaging approach not only for soliciting health-
related self-observations, but also in a number of other tasks.
This includes validation of systems interpretations (”do you
need to call somebody for help?”, ”does your wrist unit have
to be charged?”) or to collect feedback (”was it easy to use
the application?”).

B. Speech Interface

A number of studies [9], [13] argued that, especially in the
case of an ICT system assisting elderly persons, the use of
speech-based interfaces is beneficial and may increase the end
user acceptability of the system.

The text-to-speech transformation needed for a mes-
sage/question delivery is a simpler problem supported by a
number of reliable tools. Speech recognition, on the other
hand, is shown to be a particularly hard problem to be solved
reliably for most environments. Our approach to collecting
self-observations, however, presents a very restricted case of
the general speech recognition problem. First, in our case,
only the machine can initiate the dialog by posing a question.
Therefore, we do not face a hard problem of interpreting a
free-form user command, which is a case for most speech-
based systems. Second, the vocabulary that the user is expected
to use when answering a question is predefined and very
limited. In our XML format, the answering vocabulary for a
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question is the union of d:Value and d:Shortcut properties of
all defined answer options. For the example question is Section
IV-A, such vocabulary consists of eight words ’0’, ’1’, ’2’, ’3’,
’no’, ’yes’, ’always’, and ’unbearably’. Speech recognition in
the case of such a very limited vocabulary is shown to be a
much simpler and manageable problem.

We implemented a speech interface as an XMPP client,
which thus can be used along with text-based XMPP clients.
Any message/question received from the system is translated
to speech using Mary TTS system. User’s answer is recognised
using Simons Listens system and, if it is deemed to belong to
the acceptable vocabulary, translated into XMPP and sent back
to the system. Simon Listens supports dynamically restricting
the expected vocabulary, providing a sufficient performance
level in an indoor environment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced a software architecture aiming
to provide one required horizontal operator for Physical-
Cyber-Social systems that is the collection and semantic inte-
gration of physical sensor measurements and human-produced
observations, in particular, self-observations. While triple-
space based data integration is an established approach, our
architecture relies on standard protocols and reliable data
storage products, which is an advantage compared to most
existing solutions.

We believe, however, that the central contribution of this
work lies with its approach to systematic collection of human
observations via instant messaging. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this has not been implemented before. Beyond collecting
health-related self-observations, as in USEFIL, this approach
can be utilized in a variety of other applications including
citizen sensing, opinion polling, and feedback collection. Com-
pared to Web survey forms, an instant messaging based survey
(via a smartphone) has a number of advantages. Questions
can be asked ”while they are hot” and conveniently responded
with just one touch, questions can be personalized, questions
that are asked (or not asked) next may depend on answers
given to previous questions, as well as there is an option of a
seamless handover from, e.g., a PC to a mobile device during
a questioning session. An expected result is a higher response
rate and a higher accuracy of responses.

Although the focus of this paper is on data collection and
integration, as it is in PCS studies, the proposed architecture
is grounded in an even wider view of [14], [15], which one
of the authors of this paper co-originated. While PCS focuses
predominantly on observing, i.e., sensing, [14] argued for a
need to address the device-software-human triangle in a way
allowing each of the three worlds to perform any of the
basic computing functions: sensing, actuating, processing, and
control. While focusing in this paper on the integration of
machine sensing with human sensing, our architecture equally
allows the integration of physical actuating with human ac-
tuating (e.g., sending a message to a person with a request
to switch off unnecessary lights), software processing with
human processing (e.g., sending a message to a person asking

to translate a term), and software control with human control
(e.g., providing a person with a list of possible courses of
action and asking to select one).

In USEFIL, the work in 2014 includes conducting several-
month-long pilot studies in Greece, UK, and Israel with real
elderly subjects at their own homes. These pilots will provide a
performance and usability evaluation of the system described
in this paper as well as of other USEFIL products. Beyond
USEFIL, our future work plans focus on further development
and exploitation of the instant messaging survey approach in
other applications. Some of these applications, e.g., feedback
collection, are mentioned above.
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